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Abstract

In the Vestal model of mixed-criticality systems, jobs are characterized by multiple different estimates of their actual, but unknown, worst-case execution time (WCET) parameters. Some recent research has focused upon a semi-clairvoyant model for mixed-criticality systems in which it is assumed that each job reveals upon arrival which of its WCET parameters it will respect. We study the problem of scheduling such semi-clairvoyant systems to ensure graceful degradation of service to less critical jobs in the event that the systems exhibit high-criticality behavior. We propose multiple different interpretations of graceful degradation in such systems, and derive efficient scheduling algorithms that are capable of ensuring graceful degradation under these different interpretations.
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1 Introduction

A model for mixed-criticality workloads was proposed by Vestal [30] as a means of achieving timing predictability upon modern processors. In this model, individual pieces of real-time code are represented as jobs with associated deadlines that are characterized by multiple worst-case execution time (WCET) parameters. These different WCET parameters represent different estimates, made at differing levels of assurance, of the actual unknown WCET of the code. Each job is also assigned a criticality — in the two-criticality level model considered in this paper (and much of the mixed-criticality scheduling theory literature), these are called hi and lo, denoting greater and lesser criticality respectively. The two WCET parameters are determined for each job, one at a level of assurance consistent with hi criticality and a second at a level of assurance consistent with lo criticality. The correctness criterion in the Vestal mixed-criticality model is that if each job completes execution within a duration not exceeding its lo-criticality WCET estimate then all the jobs should complete execution by their respective deadlines, whereas if some jobs do not complete execution within their lo-criticality WCET estimates (but all jobs would complete execution if allowed to execute for as much as their hi-criticality WCET), then all the hi-criticality jobs should complete execution by their respective deadlines although the lo-criticality jobs may fail to do so.

Run-time monitoring. The methodology introduced by Vestal [30] was initially applied for the verification of timing correctness of criticality-agnostic scheduling algorithms: algorithms that do not seek to determine during run-time whether or not lo-criticality WCET estimates have been exceeded. It was later observed [12] that if system state were monitored during run-time to determine when jobs execute in excess of their lo-criticality WCETs, then
custom-designed mixed-criticality scheduling algorithms could be developed that explicitly exploit such run-time information. Several such mixed-criticality algorithms were developed — OCBP [10], MC-EDF [29], EDF-VD [5], AMC [7], MC-Fluid [26], etc. — that determine during run-time if and when the system “mode” transitions from LO-criticality mode (no job has executed beyond its LO-criticality WCET) to HI-criticality mode (some job has executed for more than its LO-criticality WCET), and adjusts its scheduling decisions accordingly.

**Forms of Clairvoyance.** The notion of clairvoyance, which has previously been used to quantify the effectiveness of on-line algorithms (see, e.g., [25]), forms the basis of the speedup factor metric that is widely used for quantitatively characterizing these mixed-criticality scheduling algorithms. In the context of mixed-criticality scheduling, a clairvoyant algorithm is one that knows prior to run-time whether any job is going to exceed its LO-criticality WCET or not. Generally speaking, a clairvoyant scheduling algorithm is an idealized abstraction against which to compare the performance of actual scheduling algorithms.

More recently, the concept of semi-clairvoyance was introduced for mixed-criticality scheduling [1] (also see [14]). A semi-clairvoyant scheduling algorithm is one that knows, at the instant of a job’s arrival, whether it will complete execution within its LO-criticality WCET. Unlike [full] clairvoyance, which is a purely conceptual abstraction that is not realisable in practice, it is persuasively argued in both [1] and [14] that semi-clairvoyance is a realistic and practically useful model for certain circumstances. For instance, a system developer may provide two separate implementations of a job: upon arrival, the system determines which implementation is appropriate to execute given the current circumstances — i.e., the current mode. (E.g., one implementation may be intended for execution under regular conditions, and another for execution under unexpected — i.e., HI criticality — conditions: the HI-criticality implementation including code to perform crisis-mitigation functionalities). As stated in [14], semi-clairvoyance is particularly applicable “when the execution time [...] depends on the state of the system at the time the job arrives, rather than on some internal property that emerges as it executes.”

**Graceful degradation and mixed-criticality scheduling.** Despite its very significant impact on the real-time scheduling theory literature, Vestal’s mixed-criticality workload model [30] has been criticized [20, 19, 31] for not matching systems developers’ expectations in some important aspects. Our focus here is upon one such aspect: that LO-criticality jobs ought to be guaranteed some amount of execution prior to their deadlines even in HI-criticality modes. Modifications to the Vestal model have been proposed (e.g., in [13] and [18]) that allows for the specification of some degraded service for LO-criticality jobs even in HI-criticality system behaviors – we will describe such a model in Section 2. Many algorithms have been proposed (e.g., [8, 23, 24, 22]) that seek to ensure such graceful degradation for systems.

**This research.** In this paper, we study graceful degradation for semi-clairvoyant algorithms upon preemptive uniprocessors – to our knowledge, this is the first piece of research that integrates consideration of these two concepts. We consider three different notions of graceful degradation, characterized here as three different correctness criteria, by placing different requirements as to which LO-criticality jobs it is acceptable to provide degraded service to, upon some HI-criticality job’s arrival signalling HI-criticality mode:

**CC-1.** all LO-criticality jobs that have deadlines after this instant;

**CC-2.** all LO-criticality jobs that begin execution after this instant; or

**CC-3.** all LO-criticality jobs that arrive after this instant.
Although the three correctness criteria appear very similar, differing only in the treatment accorded to LO-criticality jobs that span a mode-change instant, we will see that the associated schedulability analysis problems are very different. We will show that determining whether a collection of independent jobs can be scheduled correctly upon a preemptive uniprocessor can be done in polynomial time via reduction to a linear program for correctness criterion CC-1, is NP-complete in the strong sense for CC-2, and reduces to a variant of EDF-schedulability analysis for CC-3 that is also solvable in polynomial time.

Correctness criterion CC-1 is consistent with standard interpretations of mixed-criticality scheduling (and most prior work). It can be a sensible criterion when LO-criticality jobs, unlike HI-criticality jobs, do not have multiple available implementations, but their execution times are instead enforced by budgeting. The reduced execution time of LO-criticality jobs in HI-criticality mode is then simply achieved by lowering their execution-time budgets. This can be done even to started jobs, and jobs that do not finish within their budgets are suspended or discarded.

However, there are circumstances where the other two criteria are more appropriate. Under the scenario in which multiple implementations of each job are available and the run-time system chooses which to execute based upon current system state, it is reasonable to expect, as in CC-2, that once an implementation is chosen and its execution has commenced, it must be completed.

For systems observing “commitment upon job arrival” semantics [16], the choice as to which available implementation of a job to execute must be made upon the job’s arrival. It is reasonable to expect that for jobs arriving before the mode-change instant, this choice will favor the LO-criticality implementations — this is what CC-3 requires.

Contributions. We have seen above that there are very good reasons for studying all three correctness criteria, which is what we do in this research. Specifically

- We formally define our three correctness criteria in Section 2, within the framework of a workload model integrating graceful degradation and mixed criticality considerations.
- In Section 3 we present a table-based run-time scheduling algorithm for scheduling collections of independent jobs, and a fluid-based algorithm for scheduling implicit-deadline sporadic task systems, under correctness criterion CC-1. Exact schedulability tests that run in polynomial time are presented for both cases.
- In Section 4 we prove that it is NP-hard in the strong sense to determine schedulability of a collection of independent jobs under correctness criterion CC-2. We also provide a mixed integer linear program (MILP) representation of this schedulability problem: solving this MILP allows one to construct a table-based run-time scheduling algorithm.
- In Section 5 we show that EDF is an optimal scheduling algorithm under CC-3 and present exact schedulability tests for scheduling both collections of independent jobs and three-parameter sporadic task systems with bounded utilization under this correctness criterion. These tests run in polynomial and pseudo-polynomial time, respectively.
- We place all these above results within a broader context in Section 6, explaining how they fit together and how they suggest some guidelines for implementation and analysis of semi-clairvoyant systems; while the benefits of these guidelines will be quite evident, we will additionally provide a quantitative evaluation of their cost.

By comparison, schedulability analysis for non-clairvoyant scheduling of mixed-criticality jobs under the ordinary mixed-criticality semantics (corresponding to CC-1) without graceful degradation — this is the default mixed-criticality setting seen in most previous work — is NP-hard in the strong sense [4].
2 Workload Model

As mentioned in Section 1 we will restrict our attention here to dual-criticality systems: systems with two distinct criticality levels denoted \( \text{LO} \) and \( \text{HI} \), that are to execute upon a single preemptive processor. We consider both collections of independent jobs and recurrent (sporadic) tasks.

For jobs, an instance is a collection of \( n \) dual-criticality jobs \( J = \{ J_1, J_2, \ldots, J_n \} \). Each job \( J_i \) is characterized by a tuple of parameters: \( J_i = (\chi_i, a_i, [c_i(\text{LO}), c_i(\text{HI})], d_i) \) where \( \chi_i \in \{ \text{LO}, \text{HI} \} \) and the remaining parameters are non-negative integers, with the interpretation that

- \( \chi_i \) denotes the criticality of the job;
- \( a_i \) denotes its release time;
- \( d_i \) denotes its deadline; and
- \( c_i(\text{LO}) \) and \( c_i(\text{HI}) \) denote LO-criticality and HI-criticality specifications of the job’s worst-case execution time (WCET) parameter respectively. We require that the WCETs satisfy the constraint that

\[
\left( c_i(\text{HI}) \leq c_i(\text{LO}), \text{ if } \chi_i = \text{LO} \right) \quad \text{and} \quad \left( c_i(\text{HI}) \geq c_i(\text{LO}), \text{ if } \chi_i = \text{HI} \right)
\]

(i.e., a LO-criticality job receives degraded service whereas a HI-criticality job receives enhanced service in HI-criticality mode.)

For sporadic tasks, an instance (or system) \( \tau \) is a collection of \( n \) tasks \( \{ \tau_1, \tau_2, \ldots, \tau_n \} \). Each \( \tau_i \) is characterized by the parameters \( (\chi_i, [C_i(\text{LO}), C_i(\text{HI})], D_i, T_i) \), where \( \chi_i \in \{ \text{LO}, \text{HI} \} \) denotes its criticality, \( C_i(\text{LO}) \) and \( C_i(\text{HI}) \) its LO and HI criticality WCETs, \( D_i \in \mathbb{N} \) its relative deadline parameter, and \( T_i \in \mathbb{N} \) its period. Analogously to jobs, we require that the WCETs satisfy the constraint

\[
\left( C_i(\text{HI}) \leq C_i(\text{LO}), \text{ if } \chi_i = \text{LO} \right) \quad \text{and} \quad \left( C_i(\text{HI}) \geq C_i(\text{LO}), \text{ if } \chi_i = \text{HI} \right)
\]

Some additional notation: Let \( \tau^{(\text{LO})} \) and \( \tau^{(\text{HI})} \) denote the subsets of tasks \( \tau_i \) with \( \chi_i = \text{LO} \) and \( \chi_i = \text{HI} \), respectively. Let \( U_i(\text{LO}) = C_i(\text{LO})/T_i \) and \( U_i(\text{HI}) = C_i(\text{HI})/T_i \). Finally, let \( U_{\text{LO}} = \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau^{(\text{LO})}} U_i(\text{LO}) \) and \( U_{\text{HI}} = \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau^{(\text{HI})}} U_i(\text{HI}) \).

Correctness criteria. Any task system or collection of jobs is assumed to begin execution in LO-criticality mode, with each job requiring an amount of execution that is no greater than its LO-criticality WCET. Any HI-criticality job may signal a transition to HI-criticality mode upon its arrival. If this happens at some time-instant \( t_{\text{switch}} \), then each HI-criticality job that arrives at or after \( t_{\text{switch}} \) may require up to its (potentially larger) HI-criticality WCET. Likewise, each LO-criticality job with deadline at or before \( t_{\text{switch}} \) requires up to its LO-criticality WCET, while each LO-criticality job that arrives at or after \( t_{\text{switch}} \) can only require up to its (potentially smaller) HI-criticality WCET. As mentioned in Section 1, we consider three different notions of correctness for LO-criticality jobs that are active at time point \( t_{\text{switch}} \), and we will see that this choice has significant consequences for how to schedule and analyse such systems. These three different correctness criteria are defined as follows.

**CC-1.** Any LO-criticality job that has its deadline after time \( t_{\text{switch}} \) may only require its smaller HI-criticality WCET.

**CC-2.** Any LO-criticality job that is active and has already started executing at time \( t_{\text{switch}} \) is permitted to require its larger LO-criticality WCET.

**CC-3.** Any LO-criticality job that is active at time \( t_{\text{switch}} \) is permitted to require its larger LO-criticality WCET.
Here we can note that if we restrict all low-criticality jobs/tasks to have zero-valued WCETs at high-criticality (i.e., \(c_i(hi)\) and \(C_i(hi)\) equal zero for all low-criticality jobs/tasks), then correctness criterion CC-1 reduces to the model that was studied in previous work on semi-clairvoyant scheduling [1, 14].

### 3 Correctness Criterion CC-1

In this section we devise algorithms for scheduling dual-criticality instances of independent jobs (Section 3.1), and implicit-deadline sporadic task systems (Section 3.2) under the requirement that all low-criticality jobs completing after the arrival of a high-criticality job that signals high-criticality mode receive an amount of execution at least equal to their high-criticality WCETs. The following example illustrates some of the challenges in determining whether such an instance can be correctly scheduled under semi-clairvoyant scheduling.

**Example 1.** Consider an instance comprising the following three jobs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(J_1)</th>
<th>(a_i)</th>
<th>(c_i(lo))</th>
<th>(c_i(hi))</th>
<th>(d_i)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(J_1)</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(J_2)</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(J_3)</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First, we point out that this instance is clairvoyant schedulable:

- in low-criticality mode one could execute \(J_1\) over the interval \([0, 1]\), and \(J_2\) over \([1, 3]\);
- in high-criticality mode one could execute \(J_2\) over \([0, 1]\), and \(J_3\) over \([1, 3]\).

Observe that a different job is scheduled over \([0, 1]\) in the two modes. However under semi-clairvoyant scheduling the mode only becomes known at time-instant 1 (i.e., upon \(J_3\)’s arrival). An EDF schedule would choose \(J_1\) over the interval \([0, 1]\); if job \(J_3\) were to signal high-criticality mode upon arrival, that would require that an execution amount equal to \(c_2(hi) + c_3(hi) = 1 + 2 = 3\) units be completed over the next two time units. Hence EDF is not able to schedule this instance correctly; we leave it to the reader to verify that the following on-line scheduling strategy is correct:

- Execute \(J_2\) over \([0, 1]\)
- if \(J_3\) signals low-criticality mode upon its arrival
  - execute \(J_1\) over \([1, 2]\), and \(J_2\) over \([2, 3]\)
- else // (i.e., \(J_3\) signals high-criticality mode upon its arrival)
  - execute \(J_3\) over \([1, 3]\)

In the remainder of this section we describe how such strategies may be determined for collections of jobs and implicit-deadline task systems. Our results for CC-1 are closely inspired by those of [1] (which effectively targets CC-1 without graceful degradation), though in order to enable graceful degradation we take a very different approach to the formulation of the linear program that we will see next.

#### 3.1 Jobs

We partition the time-line by the release-dates and the deadlines (the \(a_i\) and \(d_i\) parameters) of the jobs. I.e., the time-line from the first release date to the last deadline is divided into subintervals by dividing it at every \(a_i\) and \(d_i\). Let \(I_1, I_2, \ldots\) denote these subintervals and note that there are at most \(2n - 1\) of them. Let \(t_1, t_2, \ldots\) denote the distinct time instants
at which Hi-criticality jobs arrive, in order (i.e., \( t_k < t_{k+1} \)). There are at most \( n \) such time instants \( t_k \).

In the following we let \( i \) range over jobs \( J_i \), let \( j \) range over subintervals \( I_j \), and let \( k \) range over the time points \( t_k \) where a Hi-criticality job arrives.

Variables. Our LP uses the following variables:

1. The variable \( x_{ij} \) represents the amount of execution assigned to the \( i \)'th job \( J_i \) in the \( j \)'th interval \( I_j \), in a schedule in which no Hi-criticality job signals the transition to Hi-criticality mode. There are \( O(n^2) \) such variables.
2. For each \( k \), the variable \( y_{ij}^{(k)} \) represents the amount of execution assigned to job \( J_i \) in the interval \( I_j \), in a schedule in which Hi-criticality mode is signalled at time-instant \( t_k \).

There are \( O(n^3) \) such variables – \( O(n^2) \) for each value of \( k \).

For the example instance of Example 1 there are \( 3 \times 3 = 9 \) \( x_{ij} \) variables, and the same number of \( y_{ij}^{(1)} \) variables.

Constructing Scheduling Tables. A solution to our LP will assign values to these variables.

We will use these assigned values to construct several scheduling tables prior to run-time:

- Scheduling table \( S_0 \) will schedule job \( J_i \) for a duration \( x_{ij} \) during the interval \( I_j \).
- For each \( k \), there will be a scheduling table \( S_k \) that schedules job \( J_i \) for a duration \( y_{ij}^{(k)} \) during the interval \( I_j \).

Our run-time scheduling strategy is then to start out making scheduling decisions according to \( S_0 \), and to switch to \( S_k \) if Hi-criticality mode is first signalled by the arrival of a Hi-criticality job at \( t_k \). The Constraints in Eq. 1 below enforce that \( y_{ij}^{(k)} = x_{ij} \) for all intervals \( I_j \) before \( t_k \); hence in the event that the arrival of a Hi-criticality job at time \( t_k \) signals Hi-criticality mode we are effectively following scheduling table \( S_k \) from the very beginning.

Example 2. For the 3-job example instance in Example 1, there are three subintervals \( I_1 = [0, 1], I_2 = [1, 2], \) and \( I_3 = [2, 3] \). Since there is only one Hi-criticality job, we have \( t_1 = 1 \) as the only instant at which Hi-criticality jobs arrive. Below is a possible assignment of values for \( x_{ij} \) and \( y_{ij}^{(1)} \) for this example instance (these happen to be the \( x_{ij} \) and \( y_{ij}^{(1)} \) values corresponding to the correct scheduling strategy described in Example 1):

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
& j = 1 & j = 2 & j = 3 \\
\hline
i = 1 & x_{11} = 0, y_{11}^{(1)} = 0 & x_{12} = 1, y_{12}^{(1)} = 0 & x_{13} = 0, y_{13}^{(1)} = 0 \\
i = 2 & x_{21} = 1, y_{21}^{(1)} = 1 & x_{22} = 0, y_{22}^{(1)} = 0 & x_{23} = 1, y_{23}^{(1)} = 0 \\
i = 3 & x_{31} = 0, y_{31}^{(1)} = 0 & x_{32} = 0, y_{32}^{(1)} = 1 & x_{33} = 0, y_{33}^{(1)} = 1 \\
\end{array}
\]

The following scheduling tables are constructed from these \( x_{ij} \) and \( y_{ij}^{(1)} \) values:

1. \( S_0 \) schedules \( J_2 \) over \( I_1 \) = [0, 1], \( J_1 \) over \( I_2 \) = [1, 2], and \( J_3 \) over \( I_3 \) = [2, 3].
2. \( S_1 \) schedules \( J_2 \) over \( I_1 \), and \( J_2 \) over both \( I_2 \) and \( I_3 \).

During run-time we start out scheduling according to \( S_0 \): if job \( J_3 \) signals Hi-criticality mode upon arrival at time-instant 1 then we subsequently switch to schedule \( S_1 \).

Constraints. We will now describe the constraints added to our LP in order to ensure that the variables defined above have their intended interpretations.

(Non-clairvoyance.) For each \( k \), for all \( i \), and for all \( j \) such that the interval \( I_j \) completes no later than time-instant \( t_k \), we have

\[
y_{ij}^{(k)} = x_{ij} \tag{1}
\]
There are $O(n^3)$ such constraints.

- (Correctness in LO criticality.) For each $i$

$$\sum_{I_j \subseteq [r_i, d_i]} x_{ij} \geq c_i(\text{LO})$$

There are $O(n)$ such constraints – one per job.

- (Correctness in HI criticality.) For each $k$ (HI-criticality signalled at $t_k$)

  - For each $i$ for which $\chi_i = \text{HI}$

  $$\sum_{I_j \subseteq [r_i, d_i]} y^{(k)}_{ij} \geq \begin{cases} c_i(\text{LO}) & \text{if } r_i < t_k \\ c_i(\text{HI}) & \text{if } r_i \geq t_k \end{cases}$$

  There are $O(n^2)$ such constraints.

  - For each $i$ for which $\chi_i = \text{LO}$

  $$\sum_{I_j \subseteq [r_i, d_i]} y^{(k)}_{ij} \geq \begin{cases} c_i(\text{LO}) & \text{if } d_i \leq t_k \\ c_i(\text{HI}) & \text{if } d_i > t_k \end{cases}$$

  There are $O(n^2)$ such constraints.

Notice the difference between Expression 3 and Expression 4: the first case in Expression 3 applies to all jobs that arrive before $t_k$; in Expression 4, to all jobs that have deadlines no later than $t_k$.

- (Adequate computing capacity to construct scheduling table $S_o$.) For each $j$

$$\sum_i x_{ij} \leq |I_j|,$$

where $|I|$ denotes the length of an interval $I$. There are $O(n)$ such constraints.

- (Adequate computing capacity to construct scheduling table $S_k$.) For each $k$, for each $j$

$$\sum_i y^{(k)}_{ij} \leq |I_j|$$

There are $O(n^2)$ such constraints.

3.2 Tasks

We now give an optimal algorithm for scheduling systems of implicit-deadline sporadic tasks\(^2\) – task systems in which the relative deadline parameter $D_i$ of each task $\tau_i$ is equal to its period parameter $T_i$. Our algorithm is based on the fluid scheduling paradigm. Such algorithms are allowed to assign individual tasks a fraction $\leq 1$ of a processor (rather than an entire processor, or none) at each instant in time. The MC-Fluid non-clairvoyant scheduling algorithm [26, 9] was designed for scheduling dual-criticality implicit-deadline sporadic task systems upon identical multiprocessor platforms. Prior to run-time, MC-Fluid computes LO-criticality and HI-criticality execution rates $\theta_i(\text{LO})$ and $\theta_i(\text{HI})$ for each task $\tau_i \in \tau$. Each task $\tau_i$ is initially scheduled at a rate $\theta_i(\text{LO})$; if any job does not complete despite having

\(^2\) We do not yet have an algorithm for scheduling task systems in which the $D_i$ and $T_i$ parameters of individual tasks may differ—to our knowledge, there are no non-trivial speedup-competitive prior results known for semi-clairvoyant scheduling of task systems that are not implicit-deadline. In Section 6 we will describe how a correct but non-optimal algorithm may be obtained for scheduling such systems.
executed for its LO-criticality WCET, all LO-criticality tasks are immediately discarded and each HI-criticality task $\tau_i$ henceforth executes at a rate $\theta_i(HI)$. An algorithm for computing suitable values for the $\theta_i(LO)$ and $\theta_i(HI)$ parameters is presented in [26], and a somewhat simpler algorithm subsequently derived in [9], and shown to be speedup-optimal\(^3\), with speedup factor $\frac{4}{3}$.

The non-clairvoyant MC-Fluid algorithm is easily modified to form an optimal semi-clairvoyant algorithm for dual criticality implicit-deadline tasks upon uniprocessors. Observe first that for an implicit-deadline sporadic task system $\tau$ to be schedulable by any scheduler (including a clairvoyant one), it is necessary that the following condition hold:

\[ U_{LO} \leq 1 \text{ and } U_{HI} \leq 1 \]

The schedulability test associated with our optimal semi-clairvoyant scheduling algorithm is straightforward: any task system $\tau$ satisfying the condition above will be correctly scheduled by our algorithm. The algorithm assigns the $\theta_i(LO)$ and $\theta_i(HI)$ execution rates to each task $\tau_i$ as follows:

\[ \left( \theta_i(LO) = U_i(LO) \right) \text{ and } \left( \theta_i(HI) = U_i(HI) \right) \]

(We point out that therefore $\theta_i(HI) \leq \theta_i(LO)$ for LO-criticality tasks while $\theta_i(HI) \geq \theta_i(LO)$ for HI-criticality tasks.) It initially executes each task $\tau_i$ at a rate $\theta_i(LO)$; if any HI-criticality job signals a transition to HI-criticality mode upon arrival, the algorithm subsequently executes each task $\tau_i$ at a rate $\theta_i(HI)$. It is evident that this algorithm is feasible upon a uniprocessor since the rates of all the tasks both before and after such a transition sum to $\leq 1$.

**Proof of Correctness.** We show that any task system $\tau$ satisfying the necessary schedulability conditions in Eq. 7 is scheduled correctly as per correctness criterion CC-1.

It is evident that all tasks execute correctly in all LO-criticality behaviors (since each job of each task $\tau_i$ receives a total execution $\theta_i(LO) \times T_i = U_i(LO) \times T_i = C_i(LO)$ units of execution). Consider now some HI-criticality behavior, and let $t_{\text{switch}}$ denote the instant at which HI-criticality behavior is signalled. It is evident that any job that has both its arrival time and its deadline $\leq t_{\text{switch}}$, as well as any job that has both its arrival time and its deadline $\geq t_{\text{switch}}$, receives adequate execution. It remains to consider jobs that arrive before, but have deadline after, time-instant $t_{\text{switch}}$.

**HI-criticality tasks.** Under semi-clairvoyant scheduling, all such HI-criticality jobs, having arrived before HI-criticality mode was signalled, are guaranteed to complete upon having executed for no more than their LO-criticality WCETs. Since $\theta_i(LO) \leq \theta_i(HI)$ for any HI-criticality task $\tau_i$, any job of such a $\tau_i$ clearly receives at least $\theta_i(LO) \times T_i = C_i(LO)$ units of execution by its deadline.

**LO-criticality tasks.** Symmetrically to the case above, under correctness criterion CC-1 all such LO-criticality jobs are to be assigned an amount of execution not exceeding their HI-criticality WCETs. Since $\theta_i(LO) \geq \theta_i(HI)$ for any LO-criticality task $\tau_i$, any job of such a $\tau_i$ receives at least $\theta_i(HI) \times T_i = C_i(HI)$ units of execution by its deadline.

### 4 Correctness Criterion CC-2

LO-criticality jobs that begin executing before a mode-transition has been signalled are required to execute for their (larger) LO-criticality WCETs under correctness criterion CC-2.

---

\(^{3}\) The reader is referred to [25, 15] for in-depth discussions about speedup factors.
It turns out that establishing the schedulability of systems under this correctness criterion is a computationally harder problem than under correctness criterion CC-1: while we saw above (Section 3.1) that schedulability analysis of collections of jobs can be done in polynomial time under CC-1, we now show that this is NP-complete in the strong sense under CC-2.

► Theorem 3. Under correctness criterion CC-2, it is NP-hard in the strong sense to determine whether an instance of jobs can be correctly scheduled upon a preemptive uniprocessor.

Proof. We will give a reduction from the 3-PARTITION problem, which is well known to be NP-complete in the strong sense [21]. An instance of 3-PARTITION is a set \( S = \{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_{3m}\} \) of \( 3m \) positive integers, such that \( \sum_{s_i \in S} s_i = mk \) for some integer \( k \). We are asked whether \( S \) can be partitioned into \( m \) disjoint subsets, such that each subset sums to \( k \).

Let an instance \( S = \{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_{3m}\} \) of 3-PARTITION be given. We create the following set \( J \) of jobs.

\[
J_i = (LO, 0, [2s_i, s_i], 2mk), \quad \text{for } 1 \leq i \leq 3m
\]

\[
J_{3m+j} = (HI, 2jk, [0, k], (2j + 1)k), \quad \text{for } 1 \leq j < m
\]

It is clear that this reduction can be carried out in polynomial time and that the values of the produced numerical parameters are polynomially related to those given. In the following we show that \( J \) is schedulable under correctness criterion CC-2 if and only if \( S \) can be partitioned into subsets \( S_0, S_1, \ldots, S_{m-1} \) with the same sum. We consider the two directions separately. Let \( J_{LO} \) and \( J_{HI} \) denote the sets of LO- and HI-criticality jobs in \( J \), respectively.

\( S \) can be partitioned \( \Rightarrow \) \( J \) is schedulable: Assume \( S \) can be partitioned into \( S_0, S_1, \ldots, S_{m-1} \) such that each partition sums to \( k \). Let \( J_j \) denote the set of jobs \( J_i \in J_{LO} \) such that \( s_i \in S_j \), for \( 0 \leq j < m \). That is, \( J_i \in J_j \) if and only if \( s_i \in S_j \).

The following scheduling strategy will be successful: We allocate time interval \([0, 2k]\) for the jobs in \( J_0 \) where they are executed in any order. Then for all \( j \) such that \( 1 \leq j < m \) we allocate time interval \([2jk, 2(j + 1)k]\) for first executing HI-criticality job \( J_{3m+j} \) and then the jobs in \( J_j \) in any order. If the jobs that are allocated to a time interval have finished early, then we idle the processor until the start of the next allocated time interval.

We note that the total execution time of the jobs in \( J_0 \) is at most \( \sum_{j \in J_0} c_j(LO) = \sum_{s_i \in S_0} 2s_i = 2k \), and therefore they can all finish in their allocated time interval \([0, 2k]\).

We then note that for \( 1 \leq j < m \), if neither \( J_{3m+j} \) nor any previous HI-criticality job has signaled HI-criticality behavior, then the LO-criticality jobs in \( J_j \) have the entire time interval \([2jk, 2(j + 1)k]\) to execute in, which is enough since \( \sum_{j \in J_j} c_j(LO) = 2k \). If, on the other hand, \( J_{3m+j} \) or some previous HI-criticality job has signaled HI-criticality behavior, then the jobs in \( J_j \) might only have the time interval \([(2j + 1)k, 2(j + 1)k]\) to execute in, but this is still enough as the jobs then only need to execute for up to \( \sum_{j \in J_j} c_j(HI) = k \).

The HI-criticality tasks \( J_{3m+j} \), for \( 1 \leq j < m \), all execute first in their allocated time intervals. Those time intervals start at the arrival time of the corresponding HI-criticality job, so the HI-criticality jobs will always finish no later than their deadlines.

\( S \) cannot be partitioned \( \Rightarrow \) \( J \) is unschedulable: Assume that \( S \) cannot be partitioned into \( m \) subsets of equal sum. We will show that no matter what scheduling decisions are taken, there will always exist some runtime behaviors that lead to a deadline miss. In the following we consider only behaviors where each job \( J_i \) requires an execution time of either exactly \( c_j(LO) \) or \( c_j(HI) \). We then note that no job has a deadline later than \( 2mk \) and that \( \sum_{j \in J_{LO}} c_j(LO) = 2mk \). Therefore, no idle time can possibly be allowed in a successful schedule as long as HI-criticality behavior has not been signaled. In time interval \([0, 2k]\),
LO-criticality jobs must then be scheduled for the entire $2k$ time units. Let $J_{\text{LO}}^{\text{start}}$ be the jobs that begin execution in $[0,2k)$, and let $x = \sum_{J_i \in J_{\text{LO}}^{\text{start}}} c_i(\text{LO})$. We consider two cases.

Case 1 ($x > 2k$) Suppose the HI-criticality job $J_{3m+1}$ that arrives at time $2k$ signals HI-criticality behavior, and that this and all following HI-criticality jobs require their HI-criticality WCETs. The total execution time of the HI-criticality jobs is then $(m-1)k$, and the total time left over for the LO-criticality jobs until their deadline at $2mk$ is $2mk - 2k - (m-1)k = (m-1)k$. However, the LO-criticality jobs that started execution before time $2k$ require their larger LO-criticality WCET. The total remaining execution time requirement of the LO-criticality jobs is then

\[
\sum_{J_i \in J_{\text{LO}} \setminus J_{\text{LO}}^{\text{start}}} c_i(\text{HI}) + \sum_{J_i \in J_{\text{LO}}^{\text{start}}} c_i(\text{LO}) - 2k = \sum_{J_i \in J_{\text{LO}}} c_i(\text{HI}) + \sum_{J_i \in J_{\text{LO}}^{\text{start}}} c_i(\text{HI}) - 2k = mk + \frac{x}{2} - 2k > (m-1)k,
\]

and they can not all finish before their deadline.

Case 2 ($x = 2k$) Since $\sum_{J_i \in J_{\text{LO}}^{\text{start}}} c_i(\text{LO}) = 2k$, the jobs in $J_{\text{LO}}^{\text{start}}$ correspond to a subset of $S$ that sums to $k$. In this case, let the HI-criticality job $J_{3m+1}$ that arrives at time $2k$ require zero execution time and therefore not signal HI-criticality behavior.

If the second case holds, we simply note that the LO-criticality jobs that were executed corresponds to a subset of $S$ that sums to $k$ and repeat the same argument, but starting from time $2k$ instead. If again the second case holds, we note that the rest of $S$ again has a subset that sums to $k$ and repeat the argument from time $4k$ and so on. Since by assumption $S$ cannot be partitioned completely into subsets that each sum to $k$, any scheduler must eventually either idle the processor or behave according to Case 1 above, both of which can then lead to a deadline miss.

An MILP for schedulability analysis under CC-2. Theorem 3 above establishes that we cannot analyze schedulability of collections of jobs under CC-2 even in pseudo-polynomial time (assuming $P \neq \text{NP}$). This means that we cannot solve it with a polynomially-sized LP, but below we adapt the LP obtained in Section 3.1 for correctness criterion CC-1 to make it applicable to schedulability analysis under correctness criterion CC-2 by introducing some additional binary integer variables, which in effect turns the LP into a mixed-integer linear program (MILP). Since it is known [11] that determining whether an MILP has a feasible solution is in NP, the existence of this MILP also serves to show that schedulability analysis of collections of jobs under correctness criterion CC-2 is in the complexity class NP. This fact, in conjunction with Theorem 3, establishes that the problem is NP-complete.

Observe that the difference between correctness criteria CC-1 and CC-2 is in the execution time that LO-criticality jobs may require when some HI-criticality job signals HI-criticality behavior. This was captured by the constraints in Eq. 4 for CC-1; reproduced below:

For each $i$ for which $\chi_i = \text{LO}$

\[
\sum_{J_j \in [r_i,d_i]} y_j^{(k)} \geq \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} c_i(\text{LO}) & \text{if } d_i \leq t_k \\
 c_i(\text{HI}) & \text{if } d_i > t_k \end{array} \right.
\]

We replace the constraints in Eq. 4 by the following set of constraints, keeping the other constraints of the LP in Section 3.1 as they are.
For each \( \text{lo} \)-criticality job \( J_i \) and time instant \( t_k \) where some \( \text{hi} \)-criticality job arrives, let \( b_i^{(k)} \) be a new binary (i.e., \( 0–1 \) valued) integer variable. The intended interpretation is that job \( J_i \) has started execution before \( t_k \) in schedule \( S_o \) if and only if \( b_i^{(k)} = 1 \). Instead of the constraints in Eq. 4 we add the following constraints.

For each \( k \) (\( \text{hi} \)-criticality signalled at \( t_k \)) and each \( i \) for which \( \chi_i = \text{lo} \):

- If \( d_i \leq t_k \) (i.e., the entire job must be scheduled by time-instant \( t_k \)),
  \[
  \sum_{I_j \subseteq [r_i,d_i]} y_{ij}^{(k)} \geq c_i(\text{lo}) \tag{8}
  \]

- If \( r_i > t_k \) (i.e., the entire job must be scheduled after time-instant \( t_k \)),
  \[
  \sum_{I_j \subseteq [r_i,d_i]} y_{ij}^{(k)} \geq c_i(\text{hi}) \tag{9}
  \]

- Otherwise (i.e., the job spans \( t_k \)),
  \[
  \sum_{I_j \subseteq [r_i,d_i]} y_{ij}^{(k)} \geq c_i(\text{lo}) \times b_i^{(k)} \tag{10}
  \]
  \[
  \sum_{I_j \subseteq [r_i,d_i]} y_{ij}^{(k)} \geq c_i(\text{hi}) \times (1 - b_i^{(k)}) \tag{11}
  \]
  \[
  \sum_{I_j \subseteq [r_i,t_k]} y_{ij}^{(k)} \leq M \times b_i^{(k)} \tag{12}
  \]

where \( M \) is some large enough positive constant (e.g., \( M = \max_i(c_i(\text{lo})) \) can be used). We note that if \( b_i^{(k)} = 1 \), then the constraint in Eq. 10 “forces” job \( J_i \) to be allocated at least \( c_i(\text{lo}) \) units of execution, while the constraints in Eqs. 11 and 12 are trivially satisfied. If instead \( b_i^{(k)} = 0 \), then the constraint in Eq. 10 is always satisfied, while the constraint in Eq. 11 forces \( J_i \) to be allocated at least \( c_i(\text{hi}) \) units of execution after \( t_k \), and the constraint in Eq. 12 forces \( J_i \) to not have begun execution before \( t_k \).

### 5 Correctness Criterion CC-3

Under correctness criterion CC-3, it is required that all \( \text{lo} \)-criticality jobs arriving before mode-change is signalled receive an amount of service equal to their (larger) \( \text{lo} \)-criticality WCETs. It is easily seen that unlike with regards to correctness criteria CC-1 and CC-2, under correctness criterion CC-3 the WCET of each job is known upon the job’s arrival regardless of whether some future job will signal \( \text{hi} \)-criticality mode upon arrival or not. And it follows from the optimality property of the Earliest Deadline First scheduling algorithm (EDF) upon preemptive uniprocessor platforms [27, 17] that any collection of such jobs that can be scheduled to all complete by their deadlines is scheduled to all complete by their deadlines by EDF. Therefore, under correctness criterion CC-3 **EDF is an optimal run-time algorithm.** This is in contrast to correctness criteria CC-1 and CC-2, for neither of which do we have a general, efficient, run-time scheduling algorithm. In the remainder of this section we derive efficient schedulability-analysis for the EDF scheduling of dual-criticality instances of independent jobs (Section 5.1), and three-parameter sporadic task systems (Section 5.2) under this correctness criterion.
5.1 Jobs

In Sections 3.1 and 4, we had solved a linear program and an MILP respectively in order to construct scheduling tables for the run-time scheduling of collections of jobs subject to correctness criteria CC-1 and CC-2. Such an approach is not necessary for CC-3: as observed above, we know that EDF is an optimal algorithm for scheduling instances subject to correctness criterion CC-3. An associated schedulability test is easily obtained: simply simulate the EDF scheduling of the instance multiple times, once assuming lo-criticality behavior and once each under the assumption that each individual hi-criticality job is the one that signals transition to hi-criticality behavior. For an instance with \( n \) jobs, \( O(n) \) such simulations of EDF need to be performed; each can be done in \( O(n \log n) \) time \cite{28}, yielding an overall complexity of \( O(n^2 \log n) \) for the schedulability test.

5.2 Tasks

As stated above, EDF is an optimal run-time scheduling algorithm under correctness criterion CC-3. We now derive an exact EDF schedulability test for 3-parameter sporadic task systems under this correctness criterion; our test holds for “arbitrary-deadline” systems — i.e., systems in which tasks may have relative deadlines smaller than, equal to, or larger than their periods. We will show that our schedulability test has pseudo-polynomial running time upon systems in which \( \max(U_{lo}, U_{hi}) \) is a priori bounded by some constant \( c < 1 \).

Demand bound function. Let \( \text{DBF}_i(t, s) \) denote the demand bound function \cite{2} (see \cite{3, Chapter 10.3} for a textbook description) of task \( \tau_i \) in an interval of length \( t \), where hi-criticality mode is first signalled \( s \) time units into the interval (possibly by some other task). That is, the function \( \text{DBF}_i(t, s) \) bounds the maximum sum of execution times of jobs from \( \tau_i \) that have both release times and deadlines within any such interval.

Let \( t \) and \( s \) be given. We make the following observations (illustrated in Figure 1).

- For a hi-criticality task \( \tau_i \), the execution demand is maximized when as many jobs as possible fit into the interval, and as many of those as possible are released at or after the signalling of hi-criticality mode, and therefore can have the larger WCET \( C_i(hi) \). This corresponds to a scenario where one job from \( \tau_i \) has its deadline at the end of the interval, and the previous jobs are each released as late as possible.

- For a lo-criticality task \( \tau_i \), the execution demand is instead maximized when the maximum number of jobs from \( \tau_i \) fit into the interval, but as many as possible are released before the time instant where hi-criticality mode is signalled, and therefore can have the larger WCET \( C_i(lo) \). This corresponds to a scenario where one job is released at the start of the interval and subsequent jobs as early as possible.

We use the above observations to express \( \text{DBF}_i(t, s) \). Let \( \psi_i(t) \) denote the maximum number of jobs of \( \tau_i \) that both arrive in, and have their deadlines within, any contiguous interval of duration \( t \); it is known \cite{2} that

\[
\psi_i(t) = \max \left( \left\lfloor \frac{t - D_i}{T_i} \right\rfloor + 1, 0 \right).
\]

\[\text{It follows from the sustainability property of EDF} \cite{6} \text{that each such simulation can be done assuming that each job executes to exactly its WCET.}\]
Figure 1: An interval of length $t$ with hi-criticality mode revealed $s$ time units into the interval. The LO-criticality task maximizes execution demand within the interval by fitting two jobs with WCET $C(\text{LO})$ and one job with WCET $C(\text{HI})$. The HI-criticality task maximizes demand by fitting four jobs with WCET $C(\text{HI})$ and one with WCET $C(\text{LO})$.

For a HI-criticality task $\tau_i$, a total of $\psi_i(t)$ jobs can fit inside the interval, and a total of $\psi_i(t-s)$ of those jobs can have an execution time requirement of $C_i(\text{HI})$. We therefore have

$$\text{DBF}_i(t, s) = \psi_i(t) \times C_i(\text{LO}) + \psi_i(t-s) \times (C_i(\text{HI}) - C_i(\text{LO})).$$

For a LO-criticality task $\tau_i$ the number of jobs that can fit in the interval is also at most $\psi_i(t)$. No more than $\lceil s/T_i \rceil + 1$ of those jobs can be released before the instant when HI-criticality behavior is first signaled, and therefore have the larger execution time requirement $C_i(\text{LO})$. We have

$$\text{DBF}_i(t, s) = \psi_i(t) \times C_i(\text{HI}) + \min \left( \psi_i(t), \left\lceil \frac{s}{T_i} \right\rceil + 1 \right) \times (C_i(\text{LO}) - C_i(\text{HI})).$$

Putting the above together, we have the following expression to bound the maximum total execution time demand of jobs from task $\tau_i$ in an interval of size $t$, where HI-criticality behavior is first revealed $s$ time units into the interval.

$$\text{DBF}_i(t, s) = \begin{cases} \psi_i(t) \times C_i(\text{LO}) + \psi_i(t-s) \times (C_i(\text{HI}) - C_i(\text{LO})), & \text{if } \chi_i = \text{HI} \\ \psi_i(t) \times C_i(\text{HI}) + \min \left( \psi_i(t), \left\lceil \frac{s}{T_i} \right\rceil + 1 \right) \times (C_i(\text{LO}) - C_i(\text{HI})), & \text{if } \chi_i = \text{LO} \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

The Schedulability Test

We assume here that $\max(U_{\text{LO}}, U_{\text{HI}}) < 1$. Before establishing the schedulability test we present three lemmas. Let $B$ and $S(t)$ be defined for any task system $\tau$ as follows.

$$B = \frac{\sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} C_i(\chi_i)}{1 - \max(U_{\text{LO}}, U_{\text{HI}})},$$

$$S(t) = \bigcup_{\tau_i \in \tau(\text{HI})} \{ t - kT_i - D_i \mid 0 \leq k < \psi_i(t) \} \cup \{ t \}.$$
As we will see in the following, $B$ is the upper bound for the values of $t$ that we need to consider when using $\text{DBF}_i(t,s)$ for a schedulability test, and $\mathcal{S}(t)$ is the set of values for $s$ that needs to be considered for each $t$. In our first lemma we show that the demand bound function for a task set is maximized at some value of $s \in \mathcal{S}(t)$, which corresponds to a release of a job from a HI-criticality task when its jobs are aligned as in Figure 1.

**Lemma 4.** Let $t$ and $s$ be given, where $t > 0$ and $s \in [0,t]$. Then there exists $s' \in \mathcal{S}(t)$ such that $\sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} \text{DBF}_i(t,s) \leq \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} \text{DBF}_i(t,s')$.

**Proof.** Let $s'$ be the smallest $s' \in \mathcal{S}(t)$ such that $s' \geq s$.

For all $\tau_i \in \tau^{(HI)}$, the set of values $s'$ where $\psi_i(t-s')$ is discontinuous in the interval $[0,t]$ is a subset of $\mathcal{S}(t)$. As $\psi_i$ is a right-continuous step function, we must have $\psi_i(t-s) = \psi_i(t-s')$. Hence, $\text{DBF}_i(t,s) = \text{DBF}_i(t,s')$ if $\chi_i = HI$.

If $\tau_i \in \tau^{(LO)}$, then $\text{DBF}_i(t,s)$ in non-decreasing in $s$. Therefore $\text{DBF}_i(t,s) \leq \text{DBF}_i(t,s')$ if $\chi_i = LO$, which completes the proof.

Our second lemma puts an upper bound on the values of $t$ that need to be considered.

**Lemma 5.** If $t \geq B$, then $\sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} \text{DBF}_i(t,s) \leq t$ for all $s \in [0,t]$.

**Proof.** Take any $\tau_i \in \tau$. We first note that $\psi_i(x) \leq x/T_i + 1$ and then consider two cases.

**Case 1 ($\chi_i = HI$):** We must have

$$\text{DBF}_i(t,s) \leq \left(\frac{t}{T_i} + 1\right) \times C_i(LO) + \left(\frac{t-s}{T_i} + 1\right) \times (C_i(HI) - C_i(LO))$$

$$= \frac{C_i(LO)}{T_i} \times t + C_i(LO) + \frac{C_i(HI) - C_i(LO)}{T_i} \times (t-s) + C_i(HI) - C_i(LO)$$

$$= U_i(HI) \times (t-s) + U_i(LO) \times s + C_i(HI).$$

**Case 2 ($\chi_i = LO$):** Similarly, we have

$$\text{DBF}_i(t,s) \leq \left(\frac{t}{T_i} + 1\right) \times C_i(HI) + \left(\frac{s}{T_i} + 1\right) \times (C_i(LO) - C_i(HI))$$

$$= \frac{C_i(HI)}{T_i} \times t + C_i(HI) + \frac{C_i(LO) - C_i(HI)}{T_i} \times s + C_i(LO) - C_i(HI)$$

$$= U_i(HI) \times (t-s) + U_i(LO) \times s + C_i(LO).$$

In both cases we then have

$$\text{DBF}_i(t,s) \leq U_i(HI) \times (t-s) + U_i(LO) \times s + C_i(\chi_i)$$

and therefore

$$\sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} \text{DBF}_i(t,s) \leq U_{HI} \times (t-s) + U_{LO} \times s + \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} C_i(\chi_i)$$

$$\leq \max(U_{LO},U_{HI}) \times t + \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} C_i(\chi_i).$$

But if $t \geq B$, then

$$\sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} \text{DBF}_i(t,s) \leq \max(U_{LO},U_{HI}) \times t + \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} C_i(\chi_i) \leq t,$$

which concludes the proof.
Our third lemma puts the above two together to limit the values of both $t$ and $s$ that we must consider.

- **Lemma 6.** If $\sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} DBF_i(t, s) > t$ for some $t > 0$ and $s \in [0, t]$, then there exists $t' \in \{0, 1, \ldots, [B]\}$ and $s' \in S(t')$ such that $\sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} DBF_i(t', s') > t'$.

**Proof.** Assume that $\sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} DBF_i(t, s) > t$ for some $t > 0$ and $s \in [0, t]$. By Lemma 4 there exists $s' \in S(t)$ such that $\sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} DBF_i(t, s') \geq \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} DBF_i(t, s)$.

Let $t' = [t]$ and $s'' = [s']$. We note then that for any task $\tau_i$, we have $\psi_i(t) = \psi_i(t')$ as $\psi_i$ is a right-continuous step function that only changes value at integers. Further, we note that by definition of $S(t)$ it must be the case that the fractional parts of $t$ and $s'$ are the same. We must then have $t - s' = t' - s''$ and $\psi_i(t - s') = \psi_i(t' - s'')$. Also, we note that as $T_i$ is integer we must have $\lfloor s/T_i \rfloor = \lfloor s'/T_i \rfloor$. From Eq. 13 it follows then that $\sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} DBF_i(t, s') = \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} DBF_i(t', s'').$

Finally, by Lemma 4 there must exist $s'' \in S(t')$ such that $\sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} DBF_i(t', s'') \leq \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} DBF_i(t', s''')$. Putting the above together we have

$$\sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} DBF_i(t', s''') \geq \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} DBF_i(t', s'')$$

$$= \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} DBF_i(t, s')$$

$$\geq \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} DBF_i(t, s)$$

$$> t$$

$$\geq t'$$

By Lemma 5 we must have $t < B$ and therefore $t' \in \{0, 1, \ldots, [B]\}$. As $s'' \in S(t')$, the lemma follows.

We can now establish the schedulability test.

- **Theorem 7.** Let $\tau$ be a task set of arbitrary-deadlines sporadic mixed-criticality tasks with $\max(U_{LO}, U_{HI}) < 1$. The task set $\tau$ is schedulable by EDF under correctness criterion CC-3 on a single preemptive processor if and only if

$$\forall t \in \{0, 1, 2, \ldots, [B]\}, \forall s \in S(t) : \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} DBF_i(t, s) \leq t.$$

**Proof.** We separately prove the necessity and sufficiency of the schedulability test.

Test fails $\Rightarrow$ $\tau$ is unschedulable: Assume there exists $t \in \{1, 2, \ldots, [B]\}$ and $s \in S(t)$ such that $\sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} DBF_i(t, s) > t$. Let $\tau$ release jobs in an interval of length $t + \epsilon$, for some $0 < \epsilon < 1$, such that all LO-criticality tasks release a job at the start of the interval and then subsequent jobs as early as possible. Let HI-criticality tasks instead release jobs such that one job has a deadline at the end of the interval, and previous jobs are released as late as possible in the interval.

By definition of $S(t)$, at least one HI-criticality task must then release a job exactly $s + \epsilon$ time units into the interval. Let that job be the first to signal HI-criticality behavior, and let all other jobs require their largest allowed execution time.

Any HI-criticality task $\tau_i$ then releases $\psi_i(t + \epsilon)$ jobs with both release times and deadlines within the interval, of which $\psi_i(t + \epsilon - (s + \epsilon))$ are released at or after the time point where
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HI-criticality behavior is signaled, for a total execution time requirement of
\[ \psi_i(t + \epsilon) \times C_i(\text{HI}) + \psi_i(t + \epsilon - (s + \epsilon)) \times (C_i(\text{HI}) - C_i(\text{LO})) = \psi_i(t) \times C_i(\text{HI}) + \psi_i(t - s) \times (C_i(\text{HI}) - C_i(\text{LO})) = \text{DBF}_i(t, s), \]
where \( \psi_i(t + \epsilon) = \psi_i(t) \) since \( t \) is integer and \( \psi_i \) only changes value at integers.

Similarly, any LO-criticality task \( \tau_i \) will release \( \psi_i(t + \epsilon) \) jobs in total, of which at most \( \lfloor (s + \epsilon)/T_i \rfloor \) are released before the time point where HI-criticality behavior is signaled, for a total execution time requirement of
\[ \psi_i(t + \epsilon) \times C_i(\text{HI}) + \min \left( \psi_i(t + \epsilon), \left\lfloor \frac{s + \epsilon}{T_i} \right\rfloor \right) \times (C_i(\text{LO}) - C_i(\text{HI})) = \psi_i(t) \times C_i(\text{HI}) + \min \left( \psi_i(t), \left\lfloor \frac{s}{T_i} \right\rfloor + 1 \right) \times (C_i(\text{LO}) - C_i(\text{HI})) = \text{DBF}_i(t, s), \]
where \( \left\lfloor (s + \epsilon)/T_i \right\rfloor = \left\lfloor (s + \epsilon)/T_i \right\rfloor + 1 = \lfloor s/T_i \rfloor + 1 \) since both \( s \) and \( T_i \) are integer.

The total workload of jobs with both release time and deadline within the interval of size \( t + \epsilon \) is then \( \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} \text{DBF}_i(t, s) \). Since \( \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} \text{DBF}_i(t, s) \) is integer-valued and since \( \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} \text{DBF}_i(t, s) > t \) by assumption, we must also have \( \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} \text{DBF}_i(t, s) > t + \epsilon \). It follows that the total workload that must be scheduled inside the interval is greater than the length of the interval, hence it is impossible to meet all deadlines on a single processor.

\( \tau \) is unschedulable \( \Rightarrow \) test fails: Assume that \( \tau \) is unschedulable by EDF and let \( t_2 \) be the time point of a deadline miss. Let \( t_1 \) be the earliest time point before \( t_2 \) such that there exists at least one active job with deadline no later than \( t_2 \) at any time in the interval \([t_1, t_2]\).

By definition of \( t_1 \), there are no active jobs in \([t_1, t_2]\) with deadline latest at \( t_2 \) that are also released earlier than \( t_1 \). It follows that EDF schedules jobs that both arrive no earlier than \( t_1 \) and have deadline no later than \( t_2 \) during the entirety of \([t_1, t_2]\). Still one of those jobs misses its deadline at \( t_2 \), so the total workload of those jobs must exceed \( t_2 - t_1 \).

We let \( t = t_2 - t_1 \) and consider three cases.

\textbf{HI-criticality behavior is signaled before }t_1: The total workload of all jobs scheduled by EDF in \([t_1, t_2]\) can be no more than \( \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} \psi_i(t) \times C_i(\text{HI}) \). By Eq. 13 we have
\[ \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} \psi_i(t) \times C_i(\text{HI}) \leq \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} \text{DBF}_i(t, 0). \]

\textbf{HI-criticality behavior has not been signaled by }t_2: The total workload of all jobs scheduled by EDF in \([t_1, t_2]\) can be no more than \( \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} \psi_i(t) \times C_i(\text{LO}) \). Using \( \psi_i(t) \leq \lfloor t/T_i \rfloor + 1 \) and Eq. 13 we get
\[ \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} \psi_i(t) \times C_i(\text{LO}) = \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} \text{DBF}_i(t, t). \]

\textbf{HI-criticality behavior is first signaled in }[t_1, t_2]: Let \( t_{\text{signal}} \) be the time point where HI-criticality behavior is first signaled. The total workload of all jobs scheduled by EDF in \([t_1, t_2]\) can be no more than \( \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} \text{DBF}_i(t, t_{\text{signal}} - t_1) \).

In all three cases, the total workload of the jobs scheduled by EDF in \([t_1, t_2]\) can be no more than \( \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} \text{DBF}_i(t, s) \) for some \( s \in [0, t] \). Since the total workload of those jobs must exceed \( t \), we then have \( \sum_{\tau_i \in \tau} \text{DBF}_i(t, s) > t \) for some \( s \in [0, t] \).
By Lemma 6, there must then exist $t' \in \{0, 1, \ldots, \lfloor B \rfloor\}$ and $s' \in S(t')$ such that $\sum_{i \in \tau} DBF_i(t', s') > t'$. This demonstrates the sufficiency of the test and concludes the proof.

**Corollary 8.** The schedulability test described in Theorem 7 can be implemented to run in pseudo-polynomial time if $\max(U_{lo}, U_{hi}) \leq c$ for some constant $c < 1$.

**Proof.** If $\max(U_{lo}, U_{hi}) \leq c$, then $B$ is clearly pseudo-polynomially bounded. It follows that \{0, 1, \ldots, \lfloor B \rfloor\} is of pseudo-polynomial size, and so is $S(t)$ for any $t \in \{0, 1, \ldots, \lfloor B \rfloor\}$.

## 6 Comparison and Recommendations

The results in Sections 3–5 above establish that CC-3 is the most tractable of our three correctness criteria both from the run-time complexity perspective and in the sense that we have the most positive results regarding sporadic task systems about this criterion. We point out that correctness criterion CC-3 is a stronger constraint than correctness criterion CC-2—any schedule for an instance that satisfies correctness criterion CC-3 also satisfies correctness criterion CC-2 for that instance (this follows from the observation that CC-3 guarantees any $lo$-criticality job spanning a mode-transition instant its larger WCET, while correctness criterion CC-2 only requires this for those $lo$-criticality jobs that have already begun execution prior to the mode transition). In a similar vein correctness criterion CC-2 is a stronger constraint than correctness criterion CC-1 since CC-2 guarantees some $lo$-criticality jobs spanning a mode-transition instant (those that began execution prior to the transition) their larger WCET, while correctness criterion CC-1 does not require this for any $lo$-criticality job. It therefore follows that a schedule for an instance satisfying correctness criterion CC-3 also satisfies correctness criteria CC-2 and CC-1: correctness criterion CC-3 is a conservative over-approximation of correctness criteria CC-2 and CC-1. Based on this observation and the additional tractability of CC-3 compared to CC-1 and CC-2, we recommend that when graceful degradation is the goal correctness criterion CC-3 be considered the default correctness criterion for semi-clairvoyant scheduling, and furthermore that EDF be considered the default preferred run-time semi-clairvoyant scheduling algorithm.

### Quantifying the cost

We now quantify the cost of our recommendation: how much faster does a processor need to be in order to ensure that an instance that can be correctly scheduled under either of the weaker correctness criteria CC-1 or CC-2 can also be correctly scheduled under the more conservative correctness criterion CC-3? We formalize this metric as the criteria loss:

**Definition 9 (Criteria Loss).** For two different correctness criteria CC-$x$ and CC-$y$ for $x, y \in \{1, 2, 3\}, (x \neq y)$, the criteria loss of CC-$x$ compared to CC-$y$ is the smallest number $\ell$ such that any collection of jobs $J$ that is schedulable under correctness criterion CC-$y$ on a unit-speed processor is also schedulable on a speed-$\ell$ processor under correctness criterion CC-$x$.

We start with an upper bound for the criteria loss of CC-3 compared to the others.

**Lemma 10.** The criteria loss of CC-3 compared to CC-1 or CC-2 is no greater than 2.

**Proof.** First, we note that a necessary condition for schedulability of a collection of jobs $J$ with any algorithm under CC-1 or CC-2 is that it should meet all deadlines in the two cases where either (i) every job $J_i \in J$ executes for exactly $c_i(lo)$ time units (i.e., $hi$-criticality...
mode is never signaled) or (ii) every job $J_i \in \mathcal{J}$ executes for exactly $c_i(\text{HI})$ time units (i.e., HI-criticality mode is signaled at the first HI-criticality job arrival, and each LO-criticality job completes upon having executed for exactly $c_i(\text{HI})$ time units, even if it would be allowed to execute for $c_i(\text{LO})$ time units).

Second, due to the sustainability of EDF [6], we note that a sufficient condition for EDF to successfully schedule $\mathcal{J}$ under CC-3 is that it could meet all deadlines if (iii) every job $J_i \in \mathcal{J}$ executes for exactly $\max(c_i(\text{LO}), c_i(\text{HI}))$ time units. It follows directly from standard analysis of EDF on non-mixed criticality jobs that it will succeed with (iii) on a speed-2 processor if any algorithm can succeed with both (i) and (ii) on a unit-speed processor. ▶

Next we see that this bound is tight compared to CC-2.

Lemma 11. The criteria loss of CC-3 compared to CC-2 is at least 2.

Proof. Consider the collection $\mathcal{J} = \{J_1 = (\text{LO}, 0, [k - 1, 0], k), J_2 = (\text{HI}, 1, [0, k - 1], k)\}$ of two jobs. Clearly $\mathcal{J}$ is schedulable under CC-2: simply idle the processor until the arrival of $J_2$ at time instant 1, after which there will be at most $(k - 1)$ work to be done no matter if $J_2$ signals HI-criticality behavior or not.

Under CC-3, $J_1$, having arrived prior to $J_2$, can require up to $c_1(\text{LO}) = k - 1$ units of execution. If $J_2$ then signals HI-criticality behavior, the total workload over $[0, k]$ may be as high as $2(k - 1)$. As $k \to \infty$, we see that this would require a speed-2 processor. ▶

Lemmas 10 and 11 together yield the following theorem which completely characterizes the worst-case penalty of over-approximating CC-1 or CC-2 by CC-3.

Theorem 12. The criteria loss of CC-3 compared to either CC-1 or CC-2 is exactly 2.

Proof. From Lemma 10 we know that the criteria loss of CC-3 compared to CC-1 or CC-2 is at most 2. From Lemma 11 we know that the criteria loss of CC-3 compared to CC-2 is at least 2. Since CC-2 is a conservative over-approximation of CC-1, the criteria loss of CC-3 compared to CC-1 must be at least 2 as well. ▶

For the sake of completeness we also present bounds on the criteria loss of CC-2 compared to CC-1.

Lemma 13. The criteria loss of CC-2 compared to CC-1 is in $[\varphi, 2]$, where $\varphi$ is the golden ratio $\varphi = (1 + \sqrt{5})/2 \approx 1.618$.

Proof. First, observe that the upper bound of 2 clearly holds here as well. For simplicity of presentation in deriving the lower bound we use real-valued job parameters in this proof, with the observation that we can approximate those to an arbitrary level of precision with rational parameters. Rational parameters can in turn be changed to integer parameters by scaling everything with the least common multiple of the denominators without affecting the schedulability of the jobs.

Let $x = (3 - \sqrt{5})/2$ and consider the collection of jobs $\mathcal{J} = \{J_1, J_2\}$, where

$J_1 = (\text{LO}, 0, [1, 0], 1),$

$J_2 = (\text{HI}, x, [0, 1 - x], 1).$

Note that $\mathcal{J}$ is schedulable under CC-1 since we can simply schedule $J_1$ in $[0, x]$ and then see whether $J_2$ signals HI-criticality behavior when it arrives. If $J_2$ does not signal HI-criticality behavior we continue executing $J_1$ until it finishes, otherwise we execute $J_2$ until it finishes since $J_1$ already has received more than $c_1(\text{HI})$ execution time.
Under CC-2 we must make the choice of whether to start executing $J_1$ before the arrival of $J_2$. If we do start executing $J_1$ immediately and $J_2$ later signals hi-criticality behavior, then we need to finish a total of $1 + (1 - x)$ units of work over $[0, 1]$, and we need a speed-$\ell$ processor where

$$\ell \geq 2 - x = \frac{1 + \sqrt{5}}{2} = \varphi.$$

If we instead decide to idle the processor until the arrival of $J_2$ and $J_2$ arrives without signaling hi-criticality behavior, then we need to finish $J_1$’s entire execution time $c_1(lo) = 1$ in $[x, 1]$. For this we need a speed-$\ell$ processor where

$$\ell \geq \frac{1}{1 - x} = \frac{2}{\sqrt{5} - 1} = \frac{1 + \sqrt{5}}{2} = \varphi,$$

which completes the proof.

7 Context and Conclusions

Since the mixed-criticality model was introduced by Vestal [30], several extensions and variations have been proposed. Criticism of the original model has made it clear that some form of graceful degradation often is necessary for mixed-criticality scheduling to be used in practice. In this paper we have combined graceful degradation with semi-clairvoyant scheduling, an interesting new take on how and when information becomes available at runtime to a scheduler, and studied this under three different correctness criteria that we labeled CC-1, CC-2 and CC-3. Although the differences between the correctness criteria appear minor—they differ only in the treatment of lo-criticality jobs that are active when a hi-criticality job signals hi-criticality behavior—we have seen that they require wildly differing solutions. The difference in the complexity of the associated schedulability problems is also stark: schedulability for a collection of jobs is solvable in $O(n^2 \log n)$ time for CC-3, but is NP-complete in the strong sense for CC-2.

There is no single correctness criterion which is the correct one in all situations: each is a reasonable model for some types of systems. However, as CC-3 is a safe over-approximation of the other criteria it looks particularly useful as a default model. This is especially true considering that it leads to easy scheduling (plain EDF is an optimal scheduler) and that it is easy to analyze (in polynomial time for jobs, in pseudo-polynomial time for arbitrary deadline tasks if utilization is bounded).

While we have studied these problems with the added generalization of graceful degradation, it should be noted that the correctness criteria—and the results of this paper—are equally valid without graceful degradation. This is represented by simply having $c_i(hi) = 0$ or $C_i(hi) = 0$ for all lo-criticality jobs or tasks.

We also note that the correctness criteria can apply equally to systems without semi-clairvoyance: in ordinary (non-clairvoyant) mixed-criticality scheduling we can still have different correctness criteria for the lo-criticality jobs that are active when it is first discovered that the system is exhibiting hi-criticality behavior (i.e., when a job has executed for its lo-criticality WCET without signaling completion). In such systems, CC-1 would correspond to the standard semantics as studied in most previous work, but it is not necessarily the most appropriate one, or the one that is easiest to work with.
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